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Description

Background

[0001] The invention relates to a label ejection device,
a labeling printing system comprising said device and
the use of said device for discarding labels, in particular
self-adhesive labels. The invention is concerned in par-
ticular with preventing faulty labels from being applied to
items (or containers containing such items), with minimal
attendant interruption of machine operation.
Packagers of foods, pharmaceuticals and as well as the
tax stamp industry, demand high level of accuracy and
reliability in the labeling process.
[0002] There are number of labeling systems adapted
to apply pressure-sensitive labels to articles or containers
at a label applying station. Labels are carried initially by
a supporting tape with the adhesive side of the label fac-
ing toward the supporting tape.
The labels precisely contain information relating to the
products contained in said containers, giving basic infor-
mation about the product, such as for example the com-
mercial name and/or a distinguishing image, the number
of the production batch, the capacity of the product, the
chemical composition, the dates of packaging and expi-
ration, or similar.
[0003] The effective labeling systems and equipment
are not perfect and, on occasion, "incorrect" or faulty la-
bels may be applied to containers. Incorrect / faulty labels
are wrong labels or labels with poor or illegible lot num-
bers, or with secure features badly printed. This is a mat-
ter of particular concern to packagers. An incorrectly la-
beled container could lead to a costly product recall, and
might result in serious injury. Accordingly, equipment and
systems have been developed for detecting the presence
of incorrect / faulty labels using several types of sensors,
trigger, captors and cameras well known from those
skilled in the art. Labeling machines that provide labeling
error detection prior to the application of the labels onto
the containers are preferred to those which provide error
detection following application.
[0004] In particular, a faulty label ejection device may
be associated to a labeling printing system to provide
packagers with rolls of security printed labels with only
self-adhesive labels correctly printed. Thus, it is neces-
sary to prevent a faulty label from being applied on a
container.
[0005] WO 2008/055052 discloses an incorrect label
removal system for removing unwanted labels from a
web of labels in a labeling machine. The incorrect label
removal system includes a label peel assembly posi-
tioned between two fixed points along the direction of
travel of the web of labels. The label peel assembly pro-
vides a first orientation in which labels remain on the web
as the web passes the label assembly, and selectively
provides a second orientation in which labels are re-
moved from the web. The label peel assembly provides
that a length of the web between the two fixed points is

substantially the same when the label peel assembly is
in each of the first orientation and the second orientation.
[0006] GB 2 425 298 discloses a peel plate for labeling
retractable when label defective. Said peel plate assem-
bly functions in a normal position of the plate being ex-
tended for the purposes of peeling adhesive labels from
a supply web and directing them toward containers, but
can be retracted selectively when a label is identified as
incorrect or faulty, thereby leaving faulty or incorrect la-
bels on the label supply web at least until they are re-
moved from the active site of label application. When the
peel plate and its supporting block are retracted from the
normal position shown, the web passes around a roller
which has no sharp edge to cause peeling. Defective
labels are detected by a scanner connected to a central
processing unit.
[0007] WO 2008/012633 discloses an apparatus and
method for rejecting irregular or faulty labels. An appa-
ratus has a removing unit for removing an altered or faulty
self-sticking label applied on a supporting tape of labels
moving along an advancing direction. The collecting unit
includes another supporting tape for supporting the self-
sticking label. A supporting unit is arranged for supporting
the removing unit and the collecting unit. The removing
unit comprises removing means for removing said altered
or faulty labels from said supporting tape and collecting
means arranged for receiving said altered labels from
said removing means; said collecting means comprises
a further supporting tape suitable for supporting and col-
lecting said altered labels.
The removing means comprises separating means ar-
ranged for cooperating with sucking element for separat-
ing the faulty labels from the primer supporting tape, said
separating means being opposed to the sucking means.
A collecting unit is arranged for receiving the self-sticking
label from the removing unit. The collecting unit includes
another supporting tape for supporting the self-sticking
label. A supporting unit is arranged for supporting the
removing unit and the collecting unit. A moving unit is
supported by the supporting unit, and arranged for mov-
ing the latter supporting tape along an advancing direc-
tion with a desired operating speed.
The apparatus prevents the altered or faulty self-sticking
label from being applied to cylindrical containers. The
apparatus allows the altered or faulty self-sticking label
to be more easily identified for discarding the self-sticking
label.
Apparatus for discarding labels is arranged for removing
from the supporting tape non-satisfying labels, for exam-
ple because provided with faded or unreadable printing,
before being applied on a respective container.
Said apparatus comprises a peel plate, bedplate or sep-
arating means supporting an operating group and a col-
lecting group. Said operating group comprises an oper-
ating roller cooperating with removing means arranged
for removing the faulty labels from the supporting tape
and transferring said faulty labels on the collecting group.
Said collecting group comprises two rollers which of them
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is free to rotate for collecting faulty labels.
When the discarding apparatus detects, by means of a
sensor, the presence of a faulty label, a control unit ac-
tuates the operating group, which removes such label
from the supporting tape. The faulty label, gradually de-
tached from the supporting tape, is stuck on the collecting
roller. Thus, said collecting roller accumulates a plurality
of faulty labels increasing consequently its own diameter
up to a limit value established by an operator. Once such
limit value has been reached, the operator removes and
substitutes the collecting roller.
[0008] We met some issues in the apparatus of the
prior art. The apparatuses disclosed for discarding and
recovering labels associated with labeling machines
comprise a peel plate or separating means. At the de-
tection of a faulty label by standard detection means such
as captor or camera, the position of the faulty label is
calculated on the supporting tape for removing said faulty
label detected, depending on the label’s length, the space
between two labels, and the number of labels in front of
the faulty label. The peel plate or separating means is
performed on an active position to remove the said faulty
label from the supporting tape. A friction occurs on the
supporting tape providing with a tension which could lead
sometimes to a rupture of the said primer supporting tape.
A deformation and damage of the supporting tape occurs
after each removal of faulty label leading to a position’s
imprecision of the labels more and more important. An
adjustment of the detection means is necessary to rede-
fine the exact positions of the next labels printed. There
is an interruption of the applying label station and some-
times if a rupture of the supporting label happens, a com-
plete change of the roll of labels already printed is nec-
essary.
In addition, during the separation of the faulty label from
the primer supporting tape, there are some vibrations of
the supporting tape itself leading also to adjustment is-
sue. The tension of the supporting tape between the sup-
porting rollers is less tightened.
All cases lead to a remarkable waste of time and money
so as to obtain a new correct positioning of labels. The
move of the primer supporting tape along the advancing
direction at a high speed is not possible due to all adjust-
ments necessary.
[0009] Said previously cited issues of the label ejection
device disclosed in the state of the art lead to additional
issues when the said device is associated to a labeling
printing system comprising a printing device, such as for
example an inkjet printer, being able to print out on the
blank labels. Indeed, a gap in the positioning of the labels
leads to a print out badly performed on the next blank
label. A succession of ejection of label badly printed is
happened in the absence of a manual adjustment of the
sheet like support before the printing device and the de-
tection means. The print out of secure labels on a sup-
porting tape with complex security features requires a
high quality of print with an important precision in the
positioning. Said print out may need several types of ink,

some various printer such as inkjet printer and potentially
some additional device such as UV dryer so as to limit
set off after potential winding of the labels in a collecting
roller for delivery to a packagers. The previously con-
straints cited and a processing of the printing labeling
system at a high speed are not possible with the existing
apparatuses for discarding faulty labels.
[0010] EP-A1-1 787 913 discloses a label ejection de-
vice according to the preamble of claim 1.
[0011] A related device is known from WO-
A2-2005/102845.
[0012] An object of the present invention is to improve
the apparatuses, systems and methods for discarding
and collecting labels, in particular self-adhesive labels.
[0013] There is a need, therefore, for an improved label
ejection device and an improved labeling printing system
that more efficiently and effectively removes labels from
a sheet like support.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0014] In a first aspect, this invention provides a novel
label ejection device according to claim 1 which compris-
es removing means for discarding labels applied on a
sheet like support, wherein said removing means has an
adhesive portion operable to enter into contact with a
part of the surface of a label on the sheet like support,
and adhere to said part; and said label ejection device is
operable to move apart said adhesive portion from the
sheet like support up to the separation of the label, there-
by discarding said label from said sheet like support.
[0015] When removing a label with the label ejection
device of the invention, no vibration or slight jolt of the
sheet like support happens. Any device (such as camera,
printer, ...) on the production line needing a perfect po-
sitioning of labels, no interruption of the sheet like sup-
port, no vibration may then be used for the sorting or
removing of a label.
Even small labels can be removed without difficulties by
contrast with the prior art. Thus, a multitude of sizes of
labels may be carried on the sheet like support before
being applied on the respective container.
[0016] The label ejection device has said sheet like
support being operable to move along an advancing di-
rection (A). In an embodiment of the first aspect of the
invention, said part of the surface of the label corresponds
to a border of the label along said direction (A).
[0017] Said preferred embodiment allows removing a
label moving along an advancing direction. A removal of
label by adhesion allows a removing of any label of any
size from the sheet like support in a smooth manner at
any speed, preferably at high speed. The detachment of
the label from the sheet like support is easier when the
removing means adhere to the border of the label. Pref-
erably the best border of the label to adhere is the ad-
vancing front border.
[0018] In addition to the first aspect of the invention,
the label ejection device further comprises collecting
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means operable to receive said removed label.
[0019] A sorting or a collecting of label is possible due
to collecting means added to the present invention. Any
sorting of size, color and so on may be performed before
a specific application on the respective container. An ex-
ample of sorting such as an ejection of label not compliant
is also possible. The adhesive portion of the removing
means gets free due to the presence of the collecting
means in the label ejection device.
[0020] According to the present invention, the label
ejection device comprises collecting means having an
adhesive portion; and said removing means being oper-
able to transfer the removed label to the collecting means
by making a portion of said removed label adhere to said
adhesive portion of the collecting means.
[0021] A sorting or collecting of label may be performed
with removing means and several collecting means to
sort labels depending on any criteria (size, color, ...). Sev-
eral uses of removing means may be performed due to
the transfer of the last removed label to any collecting
means. The adhesive part of the removing means may
be reused.
[0022] According to the present invention, the label
ejection device has collecting means comprising a driver
operable to move a collecting tape supporting said ad-
hesive portion.
[0023] A new virgin adhesive portion of the collecting
tape is placed to transfer the removed label from the re-
moving means to the collecting means leading to a best
adhesion at any removing and collecting of labels.
[0024] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, the label ejection device is disclosed, wherein
said removing means comprises a portion of said collect-
ing tape operable to enter into contact with said part of
the surface of a label on the sheet like support, and ad-
here to said part.
[0025] This leads to a simplification of the label ejection
device and limits the transfer by adhesion. The quality of
the removed label stays the best, keeping the printing on
the label. The removing of the label is faster. There is
less damage on the removed label. The apparatus is eas-
ier to build and more simple.
[0026] In an embodiment of the first aspect of the
present invention, the label ejection device comprises
said collecting tape which is wound around a driving roll-
er.
[0027] A new virgin adhesive portion of the collecting
tape is placed at each removing in front of the label de-
tected. Consecutive labels to remove and best quality of
adhesion of the portion of the collecting tape may be pos-
sible.
[0028] According to a further aspect of the present in-
vention, the label ejection device is disclosed, wherein
said sheet like support is a supporting tape being oper-
able to move along an advancing direction (A) and being
bent on a supporting roller, said label adhering to the
supporting tape, and wherein said collecting tape is op-
erable to move between two driving rollers; and said re-

moving means includes a pressing roller operable to
bend the collecting tape at a level of the supporting roller,
and driving means operable to push said pressing roller
and make said portion of the collecting tape to adhere to
said part of the surface of the label on the supporting tape.
[0029] In this way, the adhesion is optimal with a press-
ing roller pushing on the non adhesive side of the col-
lecting tape leading to a smooth and efficient collect of
the removed label. The contact of the removing means
on the sheet like support at the level of the supporting
roller is more efficient. The change of way after the sup-
porting roller of the sheet like support leads to a best
easiness to remove a label.
[0030] In a further embodiment of the first aspect of
the present invention, the label ejection device further
comprises detection means operable to detect a faulty
label on the sheet like support, and transmit a signal in-
dicating a detected faulty label; a control unit operable
to, upon reception of the signal from said detection
means, control the label ejection device to discard said
faulty label from the sheet like support.
[0031] Any faulty label, such as badly printed, dam-
aged, and so on ... may be ejected from the supporting
tape. A complete roll of printed label may be delivered or
all printed label may be provided to the applying station
of a labeling applicator. No faulty label will be applied on
a container.
[0032] A method for discarding labels applied on a
sheet like support is also disclosed, including the steps
of making an adhesive portion of removing means adhere
to a part of the surface of a label on the sheet like support;
and moving apart said adhesive portion from the sheet
like support up to the separation of the label, whereby
said label is removed from said sheet like support.
[0033] Said method can lead to a use of the label ejec-
tion device disclosed in the present invention. The ad-
vantage of this method is the easiness to remove a label.
[0034] In a further aspect of the invention, a labeling
system according to claim 5 for discarding faulty labels
applied on a sheet like support, comprises a printer op-
erable to print out a label on the sheet like support; and
a faulty label ejection device according to claim 4.
[0035] A printing on production line at high speed
needs an important stability, no vibration of the sheet like
support, a perfect positioning of the new label to print in
order to limit the waste of labels. A removing of a label
doesn’t lead to a bad printing of the label with the present
label ejection device. Thus, reliable removing of consec-
utive labels may be performed. The speed of the web of
label on the production line is not interrupted or limited
by the label ejector with the use of the present invention.
The rate of faulty label ejected is lower with the said faulty
label ejection disclosed in the present invention.
[0036] At the detection of a faulty label, all labels will
be able to be removed by the faulty label ejection device.
The removing means are a pressing roller pushing on
the collecting tape containing the adhesive portion need-
ed to catch the faulty label by adhesion. The risks to dam-
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age or to cut the collecting tape are reduced with the help
of a pressing roller as removing means. The contact be-
tween the pressing roller and the supporting roller of the
supporting tape are more uniform and smoother. That
means that the advancing speed of the supporting tape
may be faster without any slight jolt of the said supporting
tape. No printing interruption of the labels on the produc-
tion line will occur.
The faulty label ejection device is adapted to a labeling
printing system because of the absence of slight jolt or
vibration during the ejection of the faulty label. The ejec-
tion of a faulty label will not conduct to new badly printed
labels. No perturbation of the supporting tape will happen
leading to good printing quality of the label at high speed.
The use of this faulty label ejection device reduces the
number of faulty labels to remove.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0037] The above and other objects and advantages
of the present invention will become more readily appar-
ent upon consideration of the following detailed descrip-
tion.
[0038] So as to explain more precisely the core of the
invention, a definition of the term adhesion is needed.
From those skilled in the art, adhesion is the tendency
of certain dissimilar molecules to cling together due to
attractive forces. Adhesive materials fill the voids or pores
of the surfaces and hold surfaces together by interlock-
ing. The adhesion is detached from the suction or aspi-
ration principles.
[0039] In a first aspect, the present invention describes
a label ejection device which comprises removing means
for discarding labels applied on a sheet like support,
wherein said removing means has an adhesive portion
operable to enter into contact with a part of the surface
of a label on the sheet like support, and adhere to said
part; and said label ejection device is operable to move
apart said adhesive portion from the sheet like support
up to the separation of the label, thereby discarding said
label from said sheet like support.
Said label ejection device for discarding labels applied
on a sheet like support of labels which could have differ-
ent sizes, spaced at equal or different distance. The sheet
like support may be any kind of support constituted in
any material such as a web of label simply placed in con-
tact to a transporting way on a production line. The sheet
like support may also contain an adhesive sticking the
web of label on the sheet like support or be only a support
whereby the labels are pre-cut or simply placed on it such
as the wine label.
After adhesion of the surface of the label to remove by
the removing means of the label ejection device, the
movement between the label ejection device and the
sheet like support leads to a complete separation of a
label to its sheet like support.
[0040] The said sheet like support may move along a
direction or may be in a fixed position. The label ejection

device may move along the sheet like support to remove
a label or may be fixed. Both, the sheet like support and
the removing means of the label ejection device may
move. Another embodiment of the present invention may
be a move of the sheet like support by group of labels
and the label ejection device moves also in the same or
in an opposite direction to remove label group by group
on the sheet like support.
[0041] The label ejection disclosed in the present in-
vention comprises a sheet like support being operable
to move along an advancing direction (A), and the part
of the surface of the label adhering to the removing
means corresponds to a border of the label along said
direction (A). Any border of the label is a good point of
contact for the removing means so as to adhere on it.
However, the preferred border of the label adhering to
the removing means is the advancing front border. The
adhesive part of the removing means enters into contact
to the border of the label whatever the placement of the
label on the sheet like support leading to a good sepa-
ration of the part of the surface of the label adhering to
the removing means from the sheet like support. The
separation of the label adhering to the removing means
from the sheet like support is due to the movement be-
tween the sheet like support and the removing means of
the label ejection device, and the advancing speed of the
sheet like support carrying the web of label or the ad-
vancing speed of the label ejection device moving along
the sheet like support.
Several configurations may be possible. After adhesion
of the removing means, the label ejection or the sheet
like support may move from each other in several direc-
tions for example in the best modes in a perpendicular
or in diagonal way. This first movement leads to a com-
plete separation of the label if this latter has a small size
or simply a first detachment of the part of the surface of
the label adhering to the removing means from the sheet
like support if this latter has a middle or big size. A second
movement, if needed, to obtain a complete separation is
due to the advancing speed between the label ejection
device and the sheet like support. The sheet like support
or the label ejection device may move on themselves in
any direction or in opposite direction. Thus, the label
leaves the sheet like support in a smooth and regular
manner at the cumulate speed of both or the speed of
one or of the other.
The removal of the label will not be performed in the same
way depending on its size so as to have the smoother
removal process as possible. For a small size of label,
the removal will be a simple stamping with the removing
means of the label ejection device on the sheet like sup-
port carrying the label to remove. At the opposite, for a
big size of the label, said label will be caught at one of
its border of the label, preferably the advancing front bor-
der, by adhesion of the removing means of the label ejec-
tion device, and will be gradually separated from the
sheet like support up to a complete separation. The ad-
vancing speed of the label applied on the sheet like sup-
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port or the advancing speed of the label ejection device
compared to the sheet like support defines the speed of
the progressive separation of the label caught by the re-
moving means from the sheet like support. A constant
advancing speed of both options previously cited avoid-
ing any bumps will lead to have no slight jolt or vibration
of the sheet like support.
Once a label adhering to the removing means of the label
ejection device, a system adding an adhesive layer to
the removing means will give the possibility to adhere
new labels.
[0042] The label ejection device further comprises col-
lecting means operable to receive the removed label. A
collecting means is used to collect or to sort labels. A
sorting of the labels may be useful before applying by a
label applicator said label to specific and respective con-
tainers.
In addition, the label ejection device disclosed in the
present invention comprises collecting means with an
adhesive portion and removing means being operable to
transfer the removed label to the collecting means by
making a portion of said removed label to adhere to said
adhesive portion of the collecting means.
The adhesive part of the surface of the removing means
enters into contact to the label applied on the sheet like
support, a transfer will occur from the removing means
to the collecting means to get free the removing means
for next removing of label by the label ejection device.
Said collecting means comprises a driver operable to
move a collecting tape supporting said adhesive portion.
The collecting means may be a collecting roller of differ-
ent diameter. Several virgin adhesive places on the col-
lecting roller lead to a best adhesion in the transfer of
removed labels. The number of label able to adhere to
the collecting means increases. A system applying an-
other layer of adhesive on the collecting means will pro-
vide a best quality of adhesion of label to collect.
The removing means of the label ejection device com-
prises an adhesive portion of the collecting tape operable
to enter into contact with the part of the surface of a label
on the sheet like support, and adhere to said part. This
embodiment leads to limit the transfer of label from re-
moving means to collecting means.
The collecting tape of the collecting means is wound
around a driving roller. Several driving rollers may be
added to the collecting means. Several collecting tapes
may be added at the label ejection device to sort labels
before applying them to respective containers. Several
forms of collecting means comprising collecting tape are
possible as shown in Figure 2a or 2b.
[0043] The label ejection device comprises a sheet like
support such as a supporting tape which is operable to
move along an advancing direction (A) and is bent on a
supporting roller. The labels are self-adhesive to the sup-
porting tape. The label ejection comprises also the col-
lecting tape of the collecting means being operable to
move between two driving rollers and the removing
means which includes a pressing roller operable to bend

the collecting tape at a level of the supporting roller, and
driving means operable to push said pressing roller and
make said portion of the collecting tape to adhere to said
part of the surface of the label on the supporting tape. A
pressing roller is the best embodiment of the removing
means pushing the collecting tape. Other embodiments
are possible such as sticking pad, a bedplate, a peel
plate, separating means or similar.
Another embodiment of the present invention is a col-
lecting tape turning between two driving rollers such as
a label conveyor belt. The removing means such as a
pressing roller may push on the non adhesive side of the
collecting tape. The removed label adheres to the col-
lecting tape and this latter may be applied on the respec-
tive container by a label applicator system. In addition, a
system adding an adhesive layer to the collecting tape
may be included to the label ejection device. However,
in case of a faulty label ejection, the number of label re-
moved is limited and a collecting tape able to receive
about ten fault labels is enough.
[0044] Detection means, such as optical captor, captor
with optical fiber, sensor or camera, or similar, operable
to detect a faulty printed label applied on the sheet like
support and operable to transmit a signal indicating a
detected faulty printed label are used for sending a signal
to the control unit of the device at the detection of a faulty
label. Upon reception of the signal from said detection
means, the control unit is operable to discard the detected
faulty label from the sheet like support. Detection means
are positioned at several positions on the labeling pro-
duction line, such as before the label ejection device
above the printed side of the labels carried by the sheet
like support. Some other captor may be added near the
collecting means to confirm the right transfer to the col-
lecting means of the faulty labels. Another sensor may
be positioned after the faulty label ejection device so as
to confirm the right withdrawal of the faulty label from the
primer supporting tape. The control unit is operable to
supervise the sorting or the collecting of the web of labels
carried by the sheet like support. Several driving rollers
may be added to the sheet like support to give more time
to the label ejection device to remove potential faulty label
because of the variation of the speed of the sheet like
support, size of the label, drying time of the printing, add-
ing of several device or inkjet printer, etc...
The label ejection device further comprises detection
means operable to detect a faulty label on the sheet like
support, and transmit a signal indicating a detected faulty
label; a control unit operable to, upon reception of the
signal from said detection means, control the label ejec-
tion device to discard said faulty label from the sheet like
support.
[0045] A method for discarding labels applied on a
sheet like support, including the steps of making an ad-
hesive portion of removing means to adhere to a part of
the surface of a label on the sheet like support and moving
apart said adhesive portion from the sheet like support
up to the separation of the label, whereby said label is
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removed from said sheet like support.
[0046] Another method for discarding labels applied
on a sheet like support comprises also an additional step
of collecting removed labels having an adhesive portion.
[0047] Another method for discarding labels applied
on a sheet like support further comprises the step of
transferring the removed label from the removing means
to the collecting means of the label ejection device.
[0048] Another method for discarding labels applied
on a sheet like support further comprises the step of driv-
ing the collecting means so as to move collecting tape
to collect removed labels. Several drivers may be added
to the collecting tape to let a virgin adhesive portion for
removing the next label.
[0049] A method for discarding labels applied on a
sheet like support, characterized by the steps of making
an adhesive portion of the collecting tape, which is a por-
tion of the removing means, operable to enter into contact
with the part of the surface of a label on the sheet like
support; and adhering to said part; and moving apart said
adhesive portion from the sheet like support up to the
separation of the label, whereby said label is removed
from said sheet like support; and driving the collecting
means so as to move the collecting tape to collect re-
moved labels.
[0050] Another method for discarding labels applied
on a sheet like support further comprises also the step
of winding around the collecting tape.
[0051] A labeling system for discarding faulty labels
applied on a sheet like support, comprises a printer op-
erable to print out a label on the sheet like support; a
faulty label ejection device which comprises detection
means operable to detect a faulty printed label on the
sheet like support, and transmit a signal indicating a de-
tected faulty printed label; removing means for discarding
a faulty printed label applied on the sheet like support
having an adhesive portion operable to enter into contact
with a part of the surface of the faulty printed label on the
sheet like support, and adhere to said part; said label
ejection device being operable to move apart said adhe-
sive portion from the sheet like support up to the sepa-
ration of the faulty printed label, thereby discarding said
faulty printed label from said sheet like support; and a
control unit operable to, upon reception of the signal from
said detection means, control the label ejection device
to discard the detected faulty printed label from the sheet
like support.
Said labeling system may comprise on the production
line several inkjet printers, some detection means vali-
dating the removing of a faulty label at each control point
in the production line, a control unit being able to super-
vise the correct working of the line and of the label ejection
device.
[0052] The labeling system further comprises a sheet
like support such as a supporting tape being operable to
move along an advancing direction (A) and being bent
on a supporting roller, said faulty printed label adhering
to the supporting tape, said labeling system further com-

prising collecting means having an adhesive portion op-
erable to receive said discarded faulty printed label, and
comprising a driver operable to move a collecting tape
supporting said adhesive portion, said collecting tape be-
ing operable to move between two driving rollers; and
said removing means being operable to transfer the dis-
carded faulty printed label to the collecting means by
making a portion of said discarded faulty printed label to
adhere to said adhesive portion of the collecting means,
and comprising a portion of said collecting tape operable
to enter into contact with said part of the surface of the
faulty printed label on the sheet like support, and adhere
to said part; said removing means including a pressing
roller operable to bend the collecting tape at a level of
the supporting roller, and driving means operable to push
said pressing roller and make said portion of the collect-
ing tape to adhere to said part of the surface of the faulty
printed label on the supporting tape. Use of the faulty
label ejection device for discarding faulty labels accord-
ing to all the embodiment of the label ejection device
disclosed previously in the present invention.
[0053] The invention can be better understood and car-
ried out with reference to the enclosed drawings that il-
lustrate a preferred, exemplifying and non-restrictive em-
bodiment thereof, wherein:

- Figure 1a is a view of the main principle to remove
a label by adhesion from a sheet like support of labels
with a label ejection device.

- Figure 1b is a view of a potential removing means
for discarding consecutive labels from a sheet like
support.

- Figure 2a is a view of a label ejection device with
removing means and collecting means.

- Figure 2b is a view of collecting means.
- Figure 3a is a view of an example of removing

means, such as a pad pushing on the collecting tape
carrying a plurality of labels.

- Figure 3b is an alternative of the collecting means
such as a label conveyor.

- Figure 4a is an embodiment of the label ejection de-
vice comprising collecting means such as rollers
fixed to a supporting group and a removing means
such as a pressing roller pushing the collecting tape
in an advancing direction with the help of moving
means such as pneumatic jack so as to remove a
label detected.

- Figure 4b is an alternative of the label ejection device
with a collecting means cooperating with removing
means.

- Figure 5 is a view of the preferred embodiment of
the faulty label ejection device.

- Figure 6 to 11: are successive views of the preferred
embodiment of the label ejection device showing all
the steps to remove a label from a sheet like support
and to collect the said label in the dedicated collect-
ing means.

- Figure 12 is a view of the labeling printing reel to reel
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system comprising detection means, inkjet printer
and a faulty label ejection device.

[0054] The drawings are shown for illustrative purpos-
es only.
[0055] A label ejection device (101 Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2;
301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12;
1301 Fig 13) for discarding labels to remove (103’ Fig
1A; 203’ Fig 2; 303’ Fig 3; 403’ Fig 4; 503’ Fig 5; 603’ Fig
6), applied on a sheet like support (104 Fig 1A; 204 Fig
2; 304 Fig 3; 404 Fig 4; 504 Fig 5; 604 Fig 6) comprising
removing means (106 Fig 1A; 206 Fig 2; 306 Fig 3; 406
Fig 4; 506 Fig 5; 606 Fig 6), wherein said removing means
has an adhesive portion (106’ Fig 1A; 206’ Fig 2; 310 Fig
3; 410 Fig 4; 510 Fig 5; 610 Fig 6) operable to enter into
contact with a part of the surface of a faulty label on the
sheet like support, adhere to said part of the surface, and
said faulty label ejection device being operable to move
apart said part of the surface adhering to removing means
from the sheet like support, whereby the removing of said
removed label from said sheet like support is carried out
by a detachment of said part of the surface of said label
to a complete separation due to the movement of the
label ejection device.
[0056] Another embodiment of the label ejection de-
vice (101 Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501
Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) is disclosed,
wherein said labels are self-adhesive (103 Fig 1A; 203
Fig 2; 303 Fig 3; 403 Fig 4; 503 Fig 5; 603 Fig 6) and
applied on a sheet like support (104 Fig 1A; 204 Fig 2;
304 Fig 3; 404 Fig 4; 504 Fig 5; 604 Fig 6) moving along
an advancing direction (A).
[0057] Another embodiment of the label ejection de-
vice (101 Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501
Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) is disclosed,
wherein said device comprises collecting means (208
Fig 2; 309+310+311 Fig 3; 409+410+411 Fig 4;
509+510+511 Fig 5; 609+610+611 Fig 6) arranged for
receiving said removed labels.
[0058] Another embodiment of the label ejection de-
vice (101 Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501
Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) is disclosed,
wherein said collecting means comprise driving roller
means (209+211 Fig2; 309+311 Fig3; 409+411 Fig4;
509+511 Fig5; 609+611 Fig6) arranged for moving a col-
lecting tape (210 Fig 2; 310 Fig3; 410 Fig 4; 510 Fig5;
610 Fig6), being able to receive removed labels, with the
help of an adhesive fixed on the external side of the said
collecting tape.
[0059] Another embodiment of the invention discloses
a faulty label ejection device (101 Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2; 301
Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12; 1301
Fig 13) comprises removing means pushing on the non-
adhesive side of the collecting tape (210 Fig 2; 310 Fig3;
410 Fig 4; 510 Fig5; 610 Fig6) to catch said faulty label
by adhesion from the sheet like support (104 Fig 1A; 204
Fig 2; 304 Fig 3; 404 Fig 4; 504 Fig 5; 604 Fig 6).
[0060] A faulty label ejection device (101 Fig 1A; 201

Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201
Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) may comprise removing means
which is at least a sticking pad (106 Fig1A, 107’ Fig1B;
206 Fig2).
[0061] A faulty label ejection device (101 Fig 1A; 201
Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201
Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) may comprise removing means such
as a pressing roller (306 Fig3; 406 Fig4; 506 Fig5; 606
Fig6).
[0062] A faulty label ejection device (101 Fig 1A; 201
Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5; 601 Fig 6; 1201
Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) may comprise said pressing roller
(306 Fig3; 406 Fig4; 506 Fig5; 606 Fig6) which rotates
to remove the label.
[0063] Collecting means of the label ejection device
(101 Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5;
601 Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) may comprise col-
lecting tape (210 Fig 2; 310 Fig3; 410 Fig 4; 510 Fig5;
610 Fig6) such as a Scotch roll.
[0064] Removing means of the label ejection device
(101 Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5;
601 Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) enter into contact
with the removed label with the help of moving means
(107 Fig1A; 207 Fig2; 307 Fig3; 407 Fig 4; 507 Fig5; 607
Fig6).
[0065] Moving means of the label ejection device (101
Fig 1A; 201 Fig 2; 301 Fig 3; 401 Fig 4; 501 Fig 5; 601
Fig 6; 1201 Fig 12; 1301 Fig 13) may be a jack (107
Fig1A; 207 Fig2; 307 Fig3; 407 Fig 4; 507 Fig5; 607 Fig6),
such as a pneumatic or hydraulic jack.
[0066] The advancing speed of the collecting tape (210
Fig 2; 310 Fig3; 410 Fig 4; 510 Fig5; 610 Fig6) is the
same than the sheet like support (104 Fig 1A; 204 Fig 2;
304 Fig 3; 404 Fig 4; 504 Fig 5; 604 Fig 6) with the help
of the contacting means (512 Fig5; 612 Fig6).
[0067] As shown in Figure 1a, a label ejection device
(101) comprises removing means (106) which enter into
contact to the label to remove (103’) and remove directly
the said label by adhesion from the sheet like support
carrying the web of label (104). The removing means
may be a sticking pad or similar containing at its border
(106’) facing toward the sheet like support (104) an ad-
hesive surface being able to catch the printed side of the
label to remove. The operating group in the present em-
bodiment of the invention comprise moving means such
as, for example, a pneumatic or hydraulic jack or the like
(107) being able to move the removing means in an ad-
vancing direction (C) so as to catch the label to remove
(103’) by adhesion.
The movement to remove a label may be a movement
from the labeling system (102) including the sheet like
support (104) toward the label ejection device (101) or
the opposite.
Figure 1a illustrates that the movement for removing a
label will be a movement from the removing means (106)
of label ejection device (101) toward the sheet like sup-
port (104) with the help of moving means (107).
In order to remove successive labels, the removing
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means (106) may be constituted of a roller with at least
one sticking pad fixed around it (see Figure 1b). Sticking
pad of different size may be used depending on the size
of the label used. In this solution, the fixing means of the
removing means should be adapted to obtain an easier
and faster changing of the removing means of the label
ejection device (101). Moreover, the removing means
disclosed as shown in Figure 1b may turn at any speed
with the help of a motor dedicated or with a belt linked to
the supporting roller (105).
[0068] As further shown in Figure 2a, the label may
comprise also collecting means (208) arranged for re-
ceiving the labels to collect or to sort following the needs.
Thus, the sticking pad(s) will transfer the removed label
to the collecting means (208) in cooperation with the op-
erating group to stick synchronously the faulty label on
the collecting means at different place for any potential
recovery. The collecting means (208) may comprise a
collecting tape (210), which carries removed label re-
ceived, unwound by driving rollers (209), (211) moving
along an advancing direction (B). Said direction may be
in both sides at any speed.
The collecting means (208) accumulates a plurality of
removed labels increasing consequently its own diame-
ter up to a limit value established by an operator. Once
such limit value has been reached, the operator removes
and substitutes the collecting means. Another configu-
ration of the collecting means as shown in Figure 2b
shows a collecting tape between driving rollers where
the removed label are provided to a labeling applicator.
The collecting tape turns around two or more driving roll-
ers collecting removed labels and presenting said labels
to the labeling applicator.
[0069] Another embodiment of a label ejection device
is disclosed in Figure 3a. The label ejection device (301),
for discarding labels (303’) applied on the sheet like sup-
port (304) of labels (303) moving along an advancing
direction (A), comprises removing means (306) and col-
lecting means (309), (310), (311).
The said collecting means comprises driving rollers
(309), (311) arranged for unwinding in an advancing di-
rection (B) a collecting tape (310), being able to receive
labels. The unwinding movement (B) of the collecting
tape (310) may be in both sides. An adhesive is fixed on
the side of the collecting tape (310) facing toward the
sheet like support (304). Removing means (306), placed
above the collecting tape (310), push on its non adhesive
side in the advancing direction (C) to catch the label by
adhesion from the sheet like support (304).
The removing means (306) may be a sticking pad, a bed-
plate, a peel plate, separating means or similar.
The sheet like support may carry self adhesive labels.
[0070] A control unit operable to, upon reception of the
signal from detection means, control the label ejection
device to discard the detected faulty label from the sheet
like support, may launch the working of a driving element
and moving means (307). Said driving element is used
for the rotation of the collecting means such as driving

rollers (309) (311). The rotation may be applied on one
of them or both, in both directions.
Said moving means launches the movement of the re-
moving means which enter into contact to the label de-
tected and remove by adhesion said label at a determined
position on the sheet like support (304).
The driving elements of the label ejection device (301)
may be a motor for a periodic working of the collecting
means or a belt for a continuous working of the collecting
means.
As shown in Figure 3b, another alternative of the collect-
ing means is a label conveyor.
[0071] According to the present invention, as shown in
Figure 4a, the removing means (406) is a pressing roller
or a group of pressing rollers. A roller is more adapted
for removing small and medium labels. The adhesion of
the adhesive portion of the collecting tape on the surface
of label detected under the pressure of the pressing roller
so as to remove the said label is more uniform and without
jolt on the sheet like support. A group of several pressing
rollers takes better the form of the curve of the sheet like
support (404). This configuration will be more adapted
for big size of label allowing several points of contacts
so as to catch smoothly and with more efficiency the faulty
label.
The collecting tape (410) may be a Scotch roll or the like
movable at the detection of a faulty label on the sheet
like support (404).
[0072] The step of transfer of the faulty label from the
removing means to the collecting means, as explained
in the first aspect of the invention, is associated to the
movement of the removing means due to the fact that
the collecting tape with the help of the removing means
has already caught the faulty label and is wound around
a collecting roller containing a plurality of faulty labels.
The collecting means comprises a first roller un-winder
(409), such as a Scotch roll, and a second roller winder
(411) which collects the plurality of faulty labels after ad-
hesion with the help of the removing means, both coop-
erating with the control unit operable to supervise the
removing of a label.
From those skilled in the art, the working between the
detection means and the control unit are well known so
as to place the removing means face to the faulty label.
The control unit allows to rotating the said first roller (411)
of the collecting means at a predetermined time during
a calculated period after the emission of the signal com-
ing from the detection of the faulty label by detection
means. The control unit controls operating group be-
tween the two rollers of the collecting means which may
be a belt allowing a correct synchronization in rotation
and a continual tension of the collecting tape (410).
The two driving rollers (409) and (411) are fixed to a sup-
port. The moving means such as a pneumatic or hydraulic
jack or similar (407) lead to the movement in the advanc-
ing direction (C) of the removing means (406).
In a further embodiment, the operating group between a
roller (405) of the sheet like support (404) and the first
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roller (411) of the collecting means may be a belt allowing
a continuous rotation of the first and second rollers of the
collecting means during the working of the labeling print-
ing process.
In another embodiment of the invention, the rotation of
the collecting means may be performed by a motor.
[0073] The sheet like support (404) is perfectly tight-
ened allowing high speed so as to limit waste of time.
The advancing direction (A) of the sheet like support
(404) may be the same than the advancing direction (B)
of the collecting tape (410) or the opposite. In a preferred
embodiment, the advancing direction (A) of the collecting
tape (410) will be the same than the advancing direction
(B) of the sheet like support (404).
[0074] The speed of advance of the articles or contain-
ers to be labeled and the speed of advance of the web
are sensed continuously by electronic means, and the
speed of advance of the supporting tape is adjusted as
necessary to match the speed of advance of the articles
to be labeled.
[0075] The width of the collecting tape (410) is adapted
to the width of labels which is carried on the sheet like
support (404).
[0076] As shown in Figure 4b, another embodiment of
the present invention is a collecting tape turning between
two driving rollers (409’, 411’) such as a label conveyor
belt. The removing means such as a pressing roller (406’)
may push on the non adhesive side of the collecting tape
(410’). The removed label adheres to the collecting tape
and this latter may be applied on the respective container
by a label applicator system. In addition, a system adding
an adhesive layer to the collecting tape may be included
to the label ejection device. However, in case of a faulty
label ejection, the number of label removed is limited and
a collecting tape able to receive about ten fault labels is
enough.
[0077] The preferred embodiment of the invention, as
shown in Figure 5, is illustrated in the Figure 6 to 11.
In Figure 5, the label ejection device (501) is in a passive
position. The labels (503) are carried by the sheet like
support (504) at high speed. The sheet like support may
be a supporting tape. A supporting roller (505) generates
the advancing speed of said sheet like support (504).
Said device (501) comprises removing means constitut-
ing of a pressing roller (506) with at its extremity a col-
lecting tape (510) advancing in the direction (B), the same
direction than the direction (A) of the supporting tape
(504); and collecting means constituting of two driving
rollers (509), (511) and operating group.
[0078] The pressing roller (506) is a standard Scotch
roll adapted to the size of the label (503) that the device
(501) may remove. Said driving roller (511) is a collecting
roller comprising the plurality of faulty label (503’).
A brake system is incorporated to the Scotch roll (509)
so as to keep a resistance allowing a perfect tension of
the collecting tape (510); a pneumatic or hydraulic jack
(507) which moves the said device so as to allow the
removing means constituted of the collecting tape (510)

and the pressing roller (506) to enter into contact to the
faulty label detected on the sheet like support (504); a
system of pressure and a motor coupled to the collecting
roller (511) leading to place a new virgin adhesive portion
of the collecting tape (510).
The collecting roller (511) should stay in contact to the
pressing roller (506) with the help of the system of pres-
sure, such as adjustable spring, so as to rotate at the
same speed to wind the plurality of the faulty label re-
moved.
A motor is also coupled to accelerate the rotation of the
collecting roller (511), the pressing roller in contact (506)
to the collecting roller turns also so as to give new adhe-
sive to the next faulty label which should be removed
from the supporting means.
[0079] In Figure 7, the jack (607) moves the faulty label
device in contact to a faulty label (603’) detected. Once
detected, the device moves at the right place to catch
the border of the label. The contact of the pressing roller
(606), which is free of rotation, to the faulty label (603’)
advancing at the speed of the supporting tape (604), al-
lows a rotation speed of the pressing roller (506) at the
same speed than the supporting roller (605) of the sup-
porting tape (604). The system of pressure coupled to
the collecting roller (611) allowing a constant contact be-
tween the pressing roller (606) and the collecting roller
(611) leads to the same rotation speed of the collecting
roller (611) than the pressing roller (606) and the sup-
porting roller (605).
In Figure 8, the border faulty label (603’) is stuck on the
further supporting tape (610).
In Figure 9, the faulty label caught adheres smoothly to
the further supporting tape (610).
In Figure 10, case of non successive faulty label to re-
move, the jack moves the device (601) in a passive po-
sition after removing of the faulty label.
In Figure 11, the motor coupled to the collecting roller
(611) rotates so as to let a new virgin adhesive face to-
ward a new faulty label to remove. This operation is need-
ed to catch properly the border of the new faulty label
and to receive completely the faulty label.
The position active and passive of the faulty label ejection
device (601) may be different depending on the number
of supporting roller (605) of the supporting tape (604).
[0080] The preferred embodiment of the labeling print-
ing reel to reel system is disclosed as shown in Figure
12. The labeling system for discarding faulty self adhe-
sive labels applied on a supporting tape being operable
to move along an advancing direction (A) and being bent
on a supporting roller (1205), comprises a inkjet printer
(1213) operable to print out a label on the sheet like sup-
port (1204); a faulty label ejection device (1201) which
comprises detection means (1214) operable to detect a
faulty printed label on the sheet like support, and transmit
a signal indicating a detected faulty printed label; remov-
ing means for discarding a faulty printed label applied on
the sheet like support having an adhesive portion oper-
able to enter into contact with a part of the surface of the
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faulty printed label on the sheet like support, and adhere
to said part; said label ejection device being operable to
move apart said adhesive portion from the sheet like sup-
port up to the separation of the faulty printed label, there-
by discarding said faulty printed label from said sheet like
support; collecting means having an adhesive portion op-
erable to receive said discarded faulty printed label, and
comprising a driver operable to move a collecting tape
supporting said adhesive portion, said collecting tape be-
ing operable to move between two driving rollers; and
said removing means being operable to transfer the dis-
carded faulty printed label to the collecting means by
making a portion of said discarded faulty printed label to
adhere to said adhesive portion of the collecting means,
and comprising a portion of said collecting tape operable
to enter into contact with said part of the surface of the
faulty printed label on the sheet like support, and adhere
to said part; said removing means including a pressing
roller operable to bend the collecting tape at a level of
the supporting roller, and driving means operable to push
said pressing roller and make said portion of the collect-
ing tape to adhere to said part of the surface of the faulty
printed label on the supporting tape; and a control unit
(1215) operable to, upon reception of the signal from said
detection means, control the label ejection device to dis-
card the detected faulty printed label from the sheet like
support.
Optionally, we may add to the labeling printing system a
coder coupled to a sensor or trigger (1216) to define the
advancing speed and the position of labels applied on
the supporting tape. An ejection detector (1217) may be
also added after the supporting roller of the supporting
tape to check the right ejection of the label which should
have been removed.
[0081] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that nu-
merous modifications and variation may be made to the
above disclosed embodiments without departing from
the scope of the invention, as it is defined by the append-
ed claims.

Claims

1. A label ejection device comprising removing means
(401) for discarding labels (103’) applied on a sheet
like support being a supporting tape (404) operable
to move along an advancing direction (A), said labels
adhering to the supporting tape, wherein
said label ejection device is operable to move apart
said adhesive portion from the sheet like support up
to the separation of the label, thereby discarding said
label from said sheet like support,
characterized in that:

said removing means (401) has an adhesive
portion (410) operable to enter into contact with
a part of the surface of a label on the sheet like
support, and adhere to said part; wherein the

sheet like support is operable to bent on a sup-
porting roller (405);
wherein the removing means further comprises
collecting means (409, 410, 411) including a col-
lecting tape (410) having an adhesive portion
operable to receive said removed label, said col-
lecting means comprising a driver operable to
move the collecting tape, said collecting tape
being operable to move between two driving roll-
ers (409, 411),
wherein said removing means (401) comprises
the adhesive portion of said collecting tape op-
erable to enter into contact with said part of the
surface of the label on the sheet like support by
means of the driver, adhere to said part, and
transfer the removed label to the collecting
means, thereby discarding said label from said
sheet like support; and
wherein said removing means includes a press-
ing roller (406) operable to bend the collecting
tape (404) at a level of the supporting roller
(405), and driving means (407) operable to push
said pressing roller (406) and make said portion
of the collecting tape adhere to said part of the
surface of the label on the supporting tape (404).

2. The label ejection device of claim 1, wherein said
part of the surface of the label corresponds to a bor-
der of the label along said direction (A).

3. The label ejection device according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein said collecting tape is wound around a driv-
ing roller.

4. The label ejection device according to any of claims
1 to 3, further comprising:

detection means operable to detect a faulty label
on the sheet like support, and transmit a signal
indicating a detected faulty label;
a control unit operable to, upon reception of the
signal from said detection means, control the
label ejection device to discard said faulty label
from the sheet like support.

5. A labeling system for discarding faulty labels applied
on a sheet like support (1204) being a supporting
tape (1204) being operable to move along an ad-
vancing direction (A) and being bent on a supporting
roller (1205), said faulty labels adhering to the sup-
porting tape, comprising:

a printer (1213) operable to print out a label on
the sheet like support; and
a faulty label ejection device (1201), which is a
label ejection device according to claim 4.

6. Use of the label ejection device (101) according to
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any of claims 1 to 5 as a faulty label ejection device
for discarding faulty labels.

Patentansprüche

1. Etikett-Auswurfvorrichtung, die Entfernungsmittel
(401) zum Ablegen von Etiketten (103’) umfasst, die
auf einem folienförmigen Träger angebracht sind,
der ein Trägerband (404) ist, das so betreibbar ist,
dass es sich entlang einer Vorlaufrichtung (A) be-
wegt, wobei die Etiketten an dem Trägerband haften
und die Etikett-Auswurfvorrichtung so betreibbar ist,
dass sie einen haftenden Abschnitt von dem folien-
förmigen Träger bis zu der Abtrennung des Etiketts
wegbewegt, wodurch das Etikett von dem folienför-
migen Träger entfernt wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

die Entfernungsmittel (401) den haftenden Ab-
schnitt (410) besitzen, der so betreibbar ist, dass
er mit einem Teil der Oberfläche eines Etiketts
auf dem folienförmigen Träger in Kontakt tritt
und an diesem Teil haftet;
wobei der folienförmige Träger so betreibbar ist,
dass er sich um eine Trägerwalze (405) biegt;
wobei die Entfernungsmittel ferner Sammelmit-
tel (409, 410, 411) umfassen, die ein Sammel-
band (410) enthalten, das einen haftenden Ab-
schnitt besitzt, der so betreibbar ist, dass er das
entfernte Etikett aufnehmen kann, wobei die
Sammelmittel einen Antrieb umfassen, der so
betreibbar ist, dass er das Sammelband bewegt,
und das Sammelband so betreibbar ist, dass es
sich zwischen zwei Antriebswalzen (409, 411)
bewegt,
wobei die Entfernungsmittel (401) den haften-
den Abschnitt des Sammelbands umfassen, der
so betreibbar ist dass er mittels des Antriebs in
Kontakt mit dem Teil der Oberfläche des Etiketts
auf dem folienförmigen Träger tritt, an diesem
Teil haftet und das entfernte Etikett an die Sam-
melmittel überführt, wodurch das Etikett von
dem folienförmigen Träger abgelegt wird; und
wobei die Entfernungsmittel eine Andruckwalze
(406), die so betreibbar ist, dass sie das Sam-
melband (404) auf einer Höhe der Trägerwalze
(405) biegt, und Antriebsmittel (407), die so be-
treibbar sind, dass sie die Andruckwalze (406)
abschieben und verursachen, dass der Ab-
schnitt des Sammelbands an dem Teil der Ober-
fläche des Etiketts auf dem Trägerband (404)
haftet, umfassen.

2. Etikett-Auswurfvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Teil der Oberfläche des Etiketts einem Rand des
Etiketts entlang der Richtung (A) entspricht.

3. Etikett-Auswurfvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei das Sammelband um eine Antriebswalze ge-
wickelt ist.

4. Etikett-Auswurfvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 3, die ferner Folgendes umfasst:

Detektionsmittel, die so betreibbar sind, dass sie
ein fehlerhaftes Etikett auf dem folienförmigen
Träger detektieren und ein Signal senden, das
ein detektiertes fehlerhaftes Etikett anzeigt;
eine Steuereinheit, die so betreibbar ist, dass
sie auf den Empfang des Signals von den De-
tektionsmitteln hin die Etikett-Auswurfvorrich-
tung steuert, um das fehlerhafte Etikett von dem
folienförmigen Träger abzulegen.

5. Etikettiersystem zum Ablegen fehlerhafter Etiketten,
die auf einem folienförmigen Träger (1204) ange-
bracht sind, der ein Trägerband (1204) ist, das so
betreibbar ist, dass es sich entlang einer vorlaufrich-
tung (A) bewegt und sich um eine Trägerwalze
(1205) biegt, wobei die fehlerhaften Etiketten an dem
Trägerband haften und wobei das System Folgen-
des umfasst:

einen Drucker (1213), der so betreibbar ist, dass
er ein Etikett auf dem folienförmigen Träger aus-
druckt; und
eine Auswurfvorrichtung (1201) für fehlerhafte
Etiketten, die eine Etikett-Auswurfvorrichtung
nach Anspruch 4 ist.

6. Verwendung der Etikett-Auswurfvorrichtung (101)
nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 als eine Auswurf-
vorrichtung für fehlerhafte Etiketten, um fehlerhafte
Etiketten abzulegen.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’éjection d’étiquettes comprenant un
moyen d’enlèvement (401) pour enlever des étiquet-
tes (103’) appliquées sur un support de type feuille
étant un ruban de support (404) pouvant être amené
à se déplacer le long d’une direction d’avance (A),
lesdites étiquettes adhérant au ruban de support,
ledit dispositif d’éjection d’étiquettes pouvant être
amené à écarter ladite portion adhésive du support
de type feuille jusqu’à la séparation de l’étiquette,
pour ainsi enlever ladite étiquette dudit support de
type feuille,
caractérisé en ce que :

ledit moyen d’enlèvement (401) présente une
portion adhésive (410) pouvant être amenée à
entrer en contact avec une partie de la surface
d’une étiquette sur le support de type feuille, et
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à adhérer à ladite partie ; le support de type
feuille pouvant être amené à se courber sur un
rouleau de support (405) ;
le moyen d’enlèvement comprenant en outre
des moyens de collecte (409, 410, 411) com-
portant un ruban de collecte (410) ayant une por-
tion adhésive pouvant être amenée à recevoir
ladite étiquette enlevée, ledit moyen de collecte
comprenant un dispositif d’entraînement pou-
vant être amené à déplacer le ruban de collecte,
ledit ruban de
collecte pouvant être amené à se déplacer entre
deux rouleaux d’entraînement (409, 411),
ledit moyen d’enlèvement (401) comprenant la
portion adhésive dudit ruban de collecte pou-
vant être amenée à entrer en contact avec ladite
partie de la surface de l’étiquette sur le support
de type feuille au moyen du dispositif d’entraî-
nement, à adhérer à ladite partie, et à transférer
l’étiquette enlevée au moyen de collecte, pour
ainsi enlever ladite étiquette dudit support de
type feuille ; et
ledit moyen d’enlèvement comportant un rou-
leau de pressage (406) pouvant être amené à
courber le ruban de collecte (404) à un niveau
du rouleau de support (405), et un moyen d’en-
traînement (407) pouvant être amené à pousser
ledit rouleau de pressage (406) et à faire adhérer
ladite portion du ruban de collecte à ladite partie
de la surface de l’étiquette sur le ruban de sup-
port (404).

2. Dispositif d’éjection d’étiquette selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel ladite partie de la surface de l’éti-
quette correspond à une bordure de l’étiquette le
long de ladite direction (A).

3. Dispositif d’éjection d’étiquette selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 2, dans lequel ledit ruban de collecte est
enroulé autour d’un rouleau d’entraînement.

4. Dispositif d’éjection d’étiquette selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, comprenant en outre :

un moyen de détection pouvant être amené à
détecter une étiquette défectueuse sur le sup-
port de type feuille, et à transmettre un signal
indiquant la détection d’une étiquette défectueu-
se;
une unité de commande pouvant être amenée,
à la réception du signal provenant dudit moyen
de détection, à commander le dispositif d’éjec-
tion d’étiquette de manière à ce qu’il enlève la-
dite étiquette défectueuse du support de type
feuille.

5. Système d’étiquetage pour enlever des étiquettes
défectueuses appliquées sur un support de type

feuille (1204) étant un ruban de support (1204) pou-
vant être amené à se déplacer le long d’une direction
d’avance (A) et étant courbé sur un rouleau de sup-
port (1205), lesdites étiquettes défectueuses adhé-
rant au ruban de support, comprenant :

une imprimante (1213) pouvant être amenée à
imprimer une étiquette sur le support de type
feuille ; et
un dispositif d’éjection d’étiquettes défectueu-
ses (1201) qui est un dispositif d’éjection d’éti-
quettes selon la revendication 4.

6. Utilisation du dispositif d’éjection d’étiquettes (101)
selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 en
tant que dispositif d’éjection d’étiquettes défectueu-
ses pour enlever des étiquettes défectueuses.
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